
ENERGY: NATURAL GAS  
& OIL FIELD

Founded in 1957 in Mathi, Italy, Megadyne is a manufacturer of industrial belting for 
power transmission, product handling and linear positioning applications. Our position 
in the industry as a global leader is due to our worldwide manufacturing, fabrication and 
distribution locations, and our commitment to investment in product, material and process 
development.

Megadyne offers a number of products and accessory items supporting the oil and gas industry. They are 
found on applications from drilling and extraction to transport and delivery. Megadyne belts provide an 
important function ensuring efficient, reliable operation whether transmitting power or moving product. 

From land-based to offshore oil exploration this brochure specifically identifies those key pieces of process 
and auxiliary equipment where our belts are most commonly used. Please enquire about our brochures and 
ask Megadyne technical department for detailed information about belt applications in the energy sector. 
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Energy: Natural Gas & Oil Field

POWERING GLOBAL INDUSTRY

* Manufacturing locations

MEGADYNE ISORAN SYNCRONOUS GOLD, SILVER2
SUPPLIED AS     Endless 
LENGTH 8M 248 - 4400 mm

14M 966 - 4956 mm
WIDTH 12 - 170 mm*
PITCH 8M, 14M
TENSIONING MEMBER Fiberglass
FEATURES High stability and resistance, antistatic
*Standard Width Range - Megadyne will cut to desired width upon request.

Belt Properties

MEGADYNE V-BELTS
SUPPLIED AS     Endless, wrapped or raw edge
LENGTH Consult Megadyne
WIDTH According to section
SECTION Wrapped B, C, D Narrow 3V, 5V, 8V; 

Raw Edge BX, CX  
TENSIONING MEMBER Polyester
FEATURES Long life and good performance

MEGADYNE ISORAN SYNCRONOUS PLATINUM
SUPPLIED AS     Endless 
LENGTH 8M 248 - 4400 mm

14M 966 - 4956 mm
WIDTH 12 - 170 mm*
PITCH 8M, 14M
TENSIONING MEMBER Special Dual Core
FEATURES High stability and resistance
*Standard Width Range - Megadyne will cut to desired width upon request.

DRILLING    EXTRACTION     REFINING

MEGADYNE V-BELTS - PLURIBAND
SUPPLIED AS     Endless
LENGTH 2540-15250 mm
WIDTH According to the number of V-Belts
SECTION R8V 
TENSIONING MEMBER Polyester
FEATURES Oil and heat resistant, static dissipa-

ting
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Once oil has been reached, the drilling rig is removed and replaced with a pumpjack. These units are used to mechanically 
lift fluid out of the well where not enough bottom hole pressure exists for the liquid to reach the surface.

Extraction: PumpjackDrilling: Mud Pumps Drilling: Shear Pumps
Air Cooled Heat Exchangers (ACHE) are used in refineries or any application where hot liquids or gasses are being 
processed. It is a type of heat exchanger that forces air over a set of coils to cool the process. Generally used where a 
process system generates heat which must be removed. They are also known as a Fin-Fan®.

Refining: Air-Cooled Heat Exchanger 

Stimulation fluid, which is a mixture of over 90% water and sand, plus a few chemical additives, is pumped under controlled 
conditions into deep, underground reservoir formations. The chemicals are used for lubrication, to keep bacteria from 
forming, to carry the sand, are typically non-hazardous and range in concentrations from 0.1% to 0.5% by volume. They 
are needed to help improve the performance and efficiency of the hydraulic fracturing. This process creates fractures in 
the shale rock which contains the oil and natural gas and aids in the extraction process.

Stimulation Fracturing Pump

In the case of oil platform exploration, salt water accompanies the oil to the surface. After separation from the oil, the 
saltwater is then pumped back into the oil reservoir using a plunger pump. This step helps in the continuing effort to build 
constant flow of the oil to the surface.

Extraction: Offshore Plunger Pumps
As drilling fluids and contaminants are pumped back out of the drilling area, material is passed through a shaker.  The 
shaker is made up of several screens that separate rock fragments from the water/mud.  

Drilling: Shale Shaker
Wellhead compressors are used to relieve pressure in order to create an efficient flow of oil to the surface and to the 
holding tank. Wellhead compressors are mainly used when the oil production is beginning to end and where oil still 
remains in the reservoir. In addition to helping improve the oil flow to the surface, wellhead compressors also extend the 
life of the well. Wellhead compressors are also used when moving the oil from the holding tank to the oilfield pipeline and 
onto  refining.

1

Shear pumps are belt-driven units used to mix various fluids into the mud that is fed back into the drilling pipe in order to 
improve drilling efficiency.

Mud pumps (drilling fluid pumps) deliver fluids under high pressure underground to remove the rock cuttings from the 
bottom of the drill bit/hole as the drill continues its downward pursuit to the oil reservoir. Other fluids delivered from the 
pump are used to mitigate residue from the drill bit and also help the bit to stay cool. This fluid is then pumped back to the 
surface where the liquid and rock pieces are then sent through a shale shaker. Mud pumps must handle high horsepower 
and use large belts.
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PLURIBAND
R8V
oil resistant, static dissipating

1 PLATINUM RUBBER 
TIMING BELTS
8M, 14M
high resistance and long life 
cycles, even in the most 
extreme operating 
conditions
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Extraction: Wellhead Compressor

1

1 WRAPPED V BELTS
B, C, D; 3V, 5V, 8V
rubber wrapped V-belts 
developed with high resistant 
tensile elements; oil and heat 
resistant; long service life and 
low maintenance costs.
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1 RPP SILVER2
8M, 14M  
high quality materials, antistatic 
compound conforming to ISO 9563 
(BS 2050)
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new generation of raw edge 
belts, narrow section, resistant 
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environments
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Once oil has been reached, the drilling rig is removed and replaced with a pumpjack. These units are used to mechanically 
lift fluid out of the well where not enough bottom hole pressure exists for the liquid to reach the surface.

Extraction: PumpjackDrilling: Mud Pumps Drilling: Shear Pumps
Air Cooled Heat Exchangers (ACHE) are used in refineries or any application where hot liquids or gasses are being 
processed. It is a type of heat exchanger that forces air over a set of coils to cool the process. Generally used where a 
process system generates heat which must be removed. They are also known as a Fin-Fan®.

Refining: Air-Cooled Heat Exchanger 

Stimulation fluid, which is a mixture of over 90% water and sand, plus a few chemical additives, is pumped under controlled 
conditions into deep, underground reservoir formations. The chemicals are used for lubrication, to keep bacteria from 
forming, to carry the sand, are typically non-hazardous and range in concentrations from 0.1% to 0.5% by volume. They 
are needed to help improve the performance and efficiency of the hydraulic fracturing. This process creates fractures in 
the shale rock which contains the oil and natural gas and aids in the extraction process.

Stimulation Fracturing Pump

In the case of oil platform exploration, salt water accompanies the oil to the surface. After separation from the oil, the 
saltwater is then pumped back into the oil reservoir using a plunger pump. This step helps in the continuing effort to build 
constant flow of the oil to the surface.

Extraction: Offshore Plunger Pumps
As drilling fluids and contaminants are pumped back out of the drilling area, material is passed through a shaker.  The 
shaker is made up of several screens that separate rock fragments from the water/mud.  

Drilling: Shale Shaker
Wellhead compressors are used to relieve pressure in order to create an efficient flow of oil to the surface and to the 
holding tank. Wellhead compressors are mainly used when the oil production is beginning to end and where oil still 
remains in the reservoir. In addition to helping improve the oil flow to the surface, wellhead compressors also extend the 
life of the well. Wellhead compressors are also used when moving the oil from the holding tank to the oilfield pipeline and 
onto  refining.
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Shear pumps are belt-driven units used to mix various fluids into the mud that is fed back into the drilling pipe in order to 
improve drilling efficiency.

Mud pumps (drilling fluid pumps) deliver fluids under high pressure underground to remove the rock cuttings from the 
bottom of the drill bit/hole as the drill continues its downward pursuit to the oil reservoir. Other fluids delivered from the 
pump are used to mitigate residue from the drill bit and also help the bit to stay cool. This fluid is then pumped back to the 
surface where the liquid and rock pieces are then sent through a shale shaker. Mud pumps must handle high horsepower 
and use large belts.
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ENERGY: NATURAL GAS  
& OIL FIELD

Founded in 1957 in Mathi, Italy, Megadyne is a manufacturer of industrial belting for 
power transmission, product handling and linear positioning applications. Our position 
in the industry as a global leader is due to our worldwide manufacturing, fabrication and 
distribution locations, and our commitment to investment in product, material and process 
development.

Megadyne offers a number of products and accessory items supporting the oil and gas industry. They are 
found on applications from drilling and extraction to transport and delivery. Megadyne belts provide an 
important function ensuring efficient, reliable operation whether transmitting power or moving product. 

From land-based to offshore oil exploration this brochure specifically identifies those key pieces of process 
and auxiliary equipment where our belts are most commonly used. Please enquire about our brochures and 
ask Megadyne technical department for detailed information about belt applications in the energy sector. 
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Energy: Natural Gas & Oil Field

POWERING GLOBAL INDUSTRY

* Manufacturing locations

MEGADYNE ISORAN SYNCRONOUS GOLD, SILVER2
SUPPLIED AS     Endless 
LENGTH 8M 248 - 4400 mm

14M 966 - 4956 mm
WIDTH 12 - 170 mm*
PITCH 8M, 14M
TENSIONING MEMBER Fiberglass
FEATURES High stability and resistance, antistatic
*Standard Width Range - Megadyne will cut to desired width upon request.

Belt Properties

MEGADYNE V-BELTS
SUPPLIED AS     Endless, wrapped or raw edge
LENGTH Consult Megadyne
WIDTH According to section
SECTION Wrapped B, C, D Narrow 3V, 5V, 8V; 

Raw Edge BX, CX  
TENSIONING MEMBER Polyester
FEATURES Long life and good performance

MEGADYNE ISORAN SYNCRONOUS PLATINUM
SUPPLIED AS     Endless 
LENGTH 8M 248 - 4400 mm

14M 966 - 4956 mm
WIDTH 12 - 170 mm*
PITCH 8M, 14M
TENSIONING MEMBER Special Dual Core
FEATURES High stability and resistance
*Standard Width Range - Megadyne will cut to desired width upon request.

DRILLING    EXTRACTION     REFINING

MEGADYNE V-BELTS - PLURIBAND
SUPPLIED AS     Endless
LENGTH 2540-15250 mm
WIDTH According to the number of V-Belts
SECTION R8V 
TENSIONING MEMBER Polyester
FEATURES Oil and heat resistant, static dissipa-

ting
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